
Weekly Boarders Kit List (4/5 Nights)

At the start of each term, weekly boarders are welcome to return on the evening prior
to the first day of school. They should bring with them the following items which should
be carefully labelled. All clothing/bedding/towels will be laundered within school
throughout the term.

1. Socks and Pants x5.
2. Shirts x3.
3. Jumpers x2.
4. Trousers/Skirts/Dresses x2.
5. Own Clothes x2 Sets (no crop tops or skin-tight gym shorts will be allowed).
6. A coat and a pair of shoes for evening activities - their sports shoes cannot

always be accessed.
7. Towels x2.
8. Their own bedding and bedding cover if they wish - these remain at school for

the whole year and return in July.
9. Pyjamas (bottoms must be mid-thigh to full length - no short pyjama shorts will

be allowed), a dressing gown and a pair of slippers (must be suitable for
wearing outside in any weather - during fire drills or in case of a fire).

10. Spare name tapes (to be handed into Matron).
11. A wash bag containing shower gel, shampoo and conditioner, toothbrush and

toothpaste, hair bobbles, grips etc.
12. Electronics, soft teddies/blankets (x1 of each), books, photographs, posters

(homely items; lights etc must be battery operated).

Flexible Boarding (Regular Nights Each Week)

If your child will be boarding on the same nights weekly, they may leave their boarding
bag and clothes at school. Anything left at school will be laundered and ready for their
return each week.

1. Clean uniform enough for each day they are boarding including pants and
socks/tights.



2. If they board for two nights consecutively, they may put one set of home
clothes in the wash, and it will be ready for the third day (no crop tops or
skin-tight gym shorts will be allowed).

3. A coat and a pair of shoes for evening activities - their sports shoes cannot
always be accessed.

4. Pyjamas (bottoms must be mid-thigh to full length - no short pyjama shorts will
be allowed), a dressing gown and a pair of slippers (must be suitable for
wearing outside in any weather - during fire drills or in case of a fire).

5. A wash bag containing shower gel, shampoo and conditioner, toothbrush and
toothpaste, hair bobbles, grips etc.

6. A towel.
7. Their own bedding and bedding cover if they wish - these remain at school for

the whole year and return in July.
8. Electronics, soft teddies/blankets (x1 of each), books, photographs, posters

(homely items; lights etc must be battery operated).

Flexi Boarding (Occasional Nights)

If your child would like to try boarding or wants to board on the occasional evening,
they will need the following:

1. Clean uniform for the next day - including underwear and socks/tights.
2. A set of home clothes, including a coat and shoes, for the evening activity (no

crop tops or skin-tight gym shorts will be allowed).
3. Pyjamas (bottoms must be mid-thigh to full length - no short pyjama shorts will

be allowed), a dressing gown and a pair of slippers (must be suitable for
wearing outside in any weather - during fire drills or in case of a fire).

4. A wash bag containing shower gel, shampoo and conditioner, toothbrush and
toothpaste, hair bobbles, grips etc.

5. A towel.
6. Electronics, soft teddies/blankets (x1 of each).

*Bedding will be provided.
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